Transformational Leadership across the
Northern Mallee

Northern Mallee Leaders Inc. provides a tenmonth leadership program designed to
develop individual members from within our
community and build upon their knowledge,
skills, networks and capacity to become an
asset that helps progress our region.
NML Inc. is a member of Regional
Leadership, a network of ten regional
community leadership programs across
Victoria. Together, we work towards

developing proactive, engaged and
passionate people who will rise to the
challenges and maximise the opportunities
that regional communities face.
Alumni of the Northern Mallee Leaders
Program (NMLP) are engaging in community
roles, showing political aspirations, stepping
into management positions and
demonstrating that grass roots involvement
makes things happen in regional
communities. Across Victoria, they are
actively connected and the impact of their
participation is far reaching; resulting in
communities that are filled with diversity,
skills, knowledge and most importantly, a
willingness to give back.
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Northern Mallee Leaders
Inc. (NML Inc.) is
fortunate to be one of ten
regional community
leadership organisations
in Victoria, working
towards developing the
confidence, skills and
knowledge of people to
Racheal Fyfe
become a part of a
CoM Chair
collective community
asset that drives our
regions forward. Our
Northern Mallee Leaders
Program (NMLP) is the
vehicle that develops
skills, strengthens
emotional intelligence,
and provides the
Nardia Sheriff
opportunity for
Executive Officer
individuals in the
Northern Mallee to become knowledgeable,
informed and connected to our regional
communities. We take great pride in
facilitating transformational leadership that
contributes to a resilient, self-determining,
proactive and engaged community,
especially as we are doing so from within.
As Chair and Executive Officer of NML Inc., we
know how important the investment in
leadership development is for our community,
especially as we are both graduates of the
NMLP (Racheal in 2013 and Nardia in 2009). We
know that our work is translating into tangible
benefits and impacts across our community, as
is evidenced by an alumni network of over 185
graduates who are out there doing amazing
things for our region. And the impacts are far
reaching. Our Alumni are engaging in new
community roles, showing political aspirations
and are stepping into management roles that
are requiring the trifecta of knowledge,
networks and belief in themselves. They are
involved in hands-on projects and continue to
demonstrate the grass roots involvement that
makes things happen in regional communities.
We are seeing more organisations with multiple
NML Alumni in their workforce as a result of

either supporting their employees directly or
hiring in graduates of the NMLP to new
positions. Feedback from corporate and
government organisations indicates that they
are seeing participants coming back to the
workplace with stronger networks and broader
knowledge of community which is triggering
new ideas, new pathways and better
collaboration.
Multiply that level of impact by the graduates of
regional community leadership programs across
Victoria and it’s easy to see how an alumnus
of over 4000 from regional Victoria are
transforming their communities.

L to R: Vashti Aratangi, 2019 Participant James Jarvis & 2013 NML Alumni Jo
Farrell; 2019 Participants Cathy Monteleone & Jamuna Jackson; 2008 NML
Alumnus Naomi Burke, Carrie Dichiera, Debbie Bell & Dafydd Scholes

Across Sunraysia, corporate and not-for-profit
organisations, as well as individuals, have
recognised the potential that exists in our
community and have invested in the
development of this potential over the past
decade. However, it’s no secret that we face a
challenging future with no funding secured
beyond the 2020 NML Program. Although we
have demonstrated over the past ten years that
we can be a part of a solution to build resilient
communities and create transformational
outcomes across our region, leadership
development is a long-term game. There is much
more work to be done to validate the value we
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create and ensure that we are relevant to the
stakeholders with the power to keep programs
like ours developing leadership capacity into the
future.
Despite the challenges though, there are many
opportunities before us, and 2019 has been a
fantastic year with which to continue to build a
way forward and create meaningful conversation
about what leadership means for our
community. And if our achievements this year
are anything to go by, we are demonstrating
that we are heading in the right direction.

TThe 2019 NMLP received 29 expressions of
interest resulting in 24 participants who were
able to experience all the program has to offer.
During ten-months of program days,
experiential retreats and study trips, these
participants were able to draw upon the
experience and expertise from within our
community to provide a behind-the-scenes
perspective of the challenges, opportunities,
issues and positive outcomes that relate to our
Northern Mallee region. Participants were also
able to expand upon the knowledge and
understanding of our unique position at both a
state and national level with experiences in both
Melbourne and Canberra.
In this short time, several participants advanced
into new roles, increasing their working
responsibilities (including management roles)
whilst undertaking the program. Many of these
participants also commenced positions on local
community organisation boards and
committees, with one participant now sitting on
three new boards, including one at a national
level (Amnesty International Australia). And once
again, we’ve seen another program developing
some exciting projects which have moved to a
group project model and have aligned more
closely with key priority areas that have been
identified by our community.
The post-program survey results from 2019
showed clear growth and improvement as

compared to
participant’s pre-program
scores. An improvement of 63.75%
in participant’s growth and capabilities was
recorded with significant growth shown against
the participants ability to empower people, their
understanding of regional themes and their
confidence in being able to affect change within
our community.

Clockwise from top left: 2019 NMLP Opening Retreat; Victorian State MP for
Mildura Ali Cupper with the 2019 participants in Melbourne; Participants
David Gardner & Louise Ackland; Participants taking a break in Canberra.

The 2019 NMLP Graduates

Another exciting year was capped off by a
wonderful graduation that saw participants take
on the challenge of ‘paying it forward’ and
raising funds to go towards scholarships for the
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2020 program. The 2019 NMLP graduates
exceeded previous attempts and raised over
$6000 which equated to nearly four funded
places.

Organisational Update
From an organisational perspective, 2019 saw
change within both our governance and our
operational structures. In May, we farewelled
Jackie Heaysman, Aleesha Davis and Trevor
Carter from the Committee of Management, and
welcomed Mike Mooney, Justin Nicholas, Stuart
Mensch and Russell Scrooby to the roles. Racheal
stepped into the NML Inc. Chair role taking over
from long-time member Ian Ballantyne who
remained on the Committee as Deputy Chair,
and we also welcomed Loddon Murray
Community Leadership Program graduate, Jay
Smith to our Audit, Risk and Governance SubCommittee.
In May we also said goodbye to our Alumni
Program Manager, Paula Robinson and soon
after, farewelled our Executive Officer Jenny
Grigg who relocated to Geelong to be closer to
her family. Program Manager, Nardia Sheriff
stepped into the Executive Officer role bringing a

NML Inc. Staff Carrie Dichiera & Nardia Sheriff at the 2019 NMLP Graduation

unique perspective with her, having been both a
graduate of the NMLP and the manager of the
program. Changes within the team continued
with the inclusion of Jodi Reynolds in October as
Program Manager for 2020. To best maximise
resources, skillset and capacity, a staffing
restructure saw the reconfiguration of the roles
across the team with Carrie Dichiera taking on a
new role as Marketing and Administration
Coordinator from 2020, supporting the renewed
focus of building NML Inc’s profile and
coordinating the administrative and finance
function within the team.
With fresh perspectives and energy around the
table, the Committee of Management renewed
their focus on strategic initiatives to build our
profile and an awareness of the NMLP,
strengthen relationships to ensure that
employers and community-based organisations
continue to invest in leadership development
and undertake local advocacy to support our
future financial sustainability beyond 2020.
We successfully hosted a series of events across
2019 including our Arts & Culture Immersive,
Vision of the Region dinner and Networking
Breakfast where Professor Ross Garnaut not only

2019 NMLP Participant Paula Bond dancing with DuBrazil Entertainment
dancer Kasey Leao at the 2019 Arts & Culture Immersive
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delivered a keynote address regarding
opportunities for our region, but also a
Masterclass, delving further into the details on
climate change and our regional economy.
At a state level, we have taken proactive steps to
ensure that our voice is heard with involvement
in a suite of projects delivered by Regional
Leadership including the development of a new
Evaluation and Measurement Framework and a
Learning and Development Framework. A more
cohesive collaborative network has also been
established allowing the ten regional community
leadership programs to share resources,
knowledge and skills for the betterment of our
programs.
Together, staff and Committee of Management
have worked tirelessly to ensure that there is a
future for our program and our organisation. To
our supporters over this part year, we are
incredibly grateful.
We all need to be able demonstrate the value of
leadership development in our community and
be clear about WHY it’s important for us to
continue to work on building the confidence and
courage of people – people who don’t walk in the
door thinking that they are leaders – but do walk
out knowing that regardless of their position or
their level of power, that they do have the ability
to make a difference. And that is the power of
this program. Northern Mallee Leaders doesn’t
simply exist to create transformational
leadership across our region, that’s merely the
vehicle that allows us to bring everyday people
together and empower them to believe that,
regardless of position or level of power they
have, they can contribute to the wellbeing, safety
and prosperity of the place in which they call
home. Northern Mallee Leaders exists to create
a cohort of individuals that collectively become
an asset for the entire community to draw upon
and we hope we are able to continue doing so
for many more years to come.

Racheal Fyfe

Nardia Sheriff

Chair

Executive Officer

NMLP 2013

NMLP 2009

2019 NML Program Launch Guest Speaker, Sam Birrell
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REFLECTIONS FROM 2019
NML PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS

LLIEN'O LUA

As the CEO of Murray
Valley Aboriginal
Cooperative in Robinvale
and working closely with
our community, Paul
O’Neill had the good
fortune to work with
Northern Mallee Leaders
alumnus Sue Watson
(NMLP 2015). Sue had initially told Paul about
the NML Program and how it may benefit
him both personally and professionally,
especially as Paul had only been in the region
for a little over 12 months. And Paul agreed,
submitting an application for the 2019
program so that he could gain a more indepth understanding of the Northern Mallee.
During the 10 months of the NML Program,
Paul specifically focussed on developing certain
characteristics, expediating the process of
becoming a more informed leader. Since
completing the program, Paul now has the drive
to expect more – of himself and others. His
reach within the community has allowed him to
become a successful director of a local not-forprofit organisation within the region. It
prompted his confidence to initially apply for a
position on the board of Amnesty International
(Australia) of which he successfully achieved and
now is a member. In Paul’s words, “this has
been achieved in part because of what this
program offered me; and for that I am grateful,”
he said.
On a personal level this region has become
home to Paul, his wife and two young sons, and
he looks forward to raising his family here. One
of the highlights of Paul's experience is that the
NML Program has helped in creating enriched
friendships within the community, some of

which will a last a lifetime. Proud to be a part of the
NML Alumni, Paul feels privileged to share all the
experiences of the program and the individual
stories and journeys of his fellow participants.
In describing the NML Program, Paul highlights the
insight gained because of the structure of the
program. This provided Paul with backstage access
to local organisations, where he gained insight into
corporate challenges, often set within multi-milliondollar operations and hanging on by 0.5 of a
degree in somewhat tumultuous climates. The
tenacity and innovation of local organisations
stepping up to play in a competitive global
environment impressed him, demonstrating that
Mildura is certainly at the cutting edge across many
industries and sectors.
“It was a wonderful opportunity to be involved in a
leadership program where the opportunity to ask
the deep questions was endorsed and having
experts provide honest answers from lived
experiences was refreshing,” he said.

Paul at the National Museum of
Australia in Canberra during the
participants' 2019 study trip
Fellow 2019 NMLP Participant Jay
Jeyakanthan with Paul at their 2019
NMLP Graduation in November
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Parthee Ganeshamoorthy
was familiar with the
Northern Mallee Leaders
Program (NMLP) through
his work colleagues and a
friend who were Alumni of
the NMLP. Motivated by
their experiences, Parthee
decided to apply for the
2019 NMLP. With a desire
to develop interpersonal skills and increase
his level of confidence to support his
professional career, Parthee also wanted to
learn from other people and expand his
network.

ANAG EEHTRA

Parthee and his wife Mathu made Mildura their
home five years ago, and with plans to raise
their family here, he felt it was important to
learn more about the community in which he
lived and what was happening within the
region. As a migrant to Australia from Sri Lanka,
Parthee is very proud to now call himself an
NML Alumni and contribute to his new
community.
When asked how to best describe his
experience, Parthee said it was eye-opening and
undoubtedly helped him grow in confidence
and develop his networking skills. Parthee’s
highlights of the program included the Opening
Retreat at Lake Cullulleraine, the Melbourne and
Canberra Study Trips which gave him a better
understanding of the Australian political system
and a politician’s career.
The NMLP is designed to deliver a diverse range
of subjects with very knowledgeable speakers to
help in the understanding of the region and
community and in exploring all the possible
avenues as a leader. This aspect of the program
enhanced Parthee’s level of knowledge about
the region and boosted his ability to build
rapport with the emerging and existing local
leaders. Parthee now sees every problem as an
opportunity to explore things differently as a
result of his participation in the NMLP and is
confident that this program has changed not
only his professional life, but his personal life
too.
“I strongly believe that the success in my
leadership role in my workplace is due in large

part to the
confidence the program
provided me with and because
of the high regard that the NMLP is held
in”, Parthee said. “The journey is an incredible
experience, being with 23 individuals where
everyone is from a different background is so
beneficial.”
Parthee’s parting words? “I believe in two principles
and definitely experienced these during my
journey. The first is that good leadership
is being surrounded by great people and the
second, be comfortable in being uncomfortable.
In the words of John F. Kennedy, leadership and
learning are indispensable to each other,” he said.

Parthee receiving his 2019 NMLP Graduation Certificate from
Leanne McDonald, Regional Development Victoria (Left) & Dr.
Anne Webster MP, Federal Member for Mallee

L to R: Parthee meeting with His Excellency General the
Honourable David Hurley AC DSC (Ret'd) in Canberra; Parthee
with fellow 2019 participant Brenton Lewin

L to R: 2019 NMLP Participant Ben Ezeabia, Iheoma Benezeabia, Mathu Ganeshamoorthy and Parthee
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TCEJORP ETIB DNOCE

When Melissa
Castleman,Kim
Brown and Jamuna
Jackson had to
decide what to do
for their
Community Project
as a part of the
2019 Northern
Mallee Leaders
Program (NMLP),
they knew it
needed to be
meaningful and
achievable. In
Melissa’s view, “it
was a better idea
to support an already existing project that
needed help, rather than doing a project just
for the sake of it. Sometimes, small and
simple is more effective than grand gestures
or large projects,” she said.

Although Sunraysia Mallee Ethnic Communities
Council’s (SMECC) Second Bite Project had been
operating for some time to source donations of
food from supermarkets and distribute to those
in need, the efficiency of the project was reliant
on SMECC staff who often had to prioritise core
service delivery over the project objectives,
resulting in inconsistency of delivery and food
wastage. In order to alleviate this responsibility
from SMECC staff, Mel, Jamuna and Kim decided
to focus their energy on developing a robust
volunteer roster that would support the
operations and in doing so, bring the
community together to provide a meaningful
volunteer experience.
The project has seen volunteers cover shifts
across the week utilising members from the
community and the Christie Centre, who are
currently looking at extending the number of
days that their clients can volunteer within
the project. Although it’s still early days for the
three NML Alumni, there are many
opportunities to expand upon the project to
ensure that the impact spreads across many
areas including community connection,
addressing the issue of food waste, working
with refugees and vulnerable communities and

providing valuable opportunities to make a
difference for volunteers.
Already, the project has achieved some key goals
including the reduction of time that SMECC staff
have had to contribute to the Second Bite Project
allowing them to engage in meaningful work for
the community and gaining valuable workreadiness skills as well as building their confidence.
The coordinated efforts to streamline this project
have developed stronger relationships with local
supermarkets and minimised the wastage of
donated goods, a key problem at the start of the
project meaning more food is now getting to those
that need it. The project continues to go from
strength to strength and already new aspects of
the Second Bite Project are being considered to
enhance the experience for volunteers. For
example, volunteers have identified the need for
trolleys to allow for easier transportation of goods
from the storage space to the pickup area at the
front office. It has also been identified that a new
freezer is required so that surplus food can be
frozen for later use, therefore reducing wastage
even further.
In time, it is hoped that this project will involve new
partners including
those to support
unemployment and
work for the dole
programs as well as
additional days with
the Christie Centre
to cover the aspects
of the project that
are still being
covered by SMECC
staff.

Pictured: Volunteers preparing
and delivering food packages
for the Second Bite Project, an
initiative of SMECC and
supported by Northern Mallee
Leaders Participants.
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These relationships are essential to ensure we continue to develop the confidence, knowledge
and skills of individuals within our region. Our region has benefited from over 185 graduates
completing the Northern Mallee Leaders Program (NMLP) and who together form a diverse and
skilled community asset to be used to propel our region forward.
But with the future of the program beyond 2020 uncertain, we need your support.
We need leadership from within our community to stand with us to demonstrate the impact and the
outcomes that the NMLP delivers.

If you believe in the power of transformational leadership and have the position, influence or
ability to provide support, then the following opportunities to do so are available:

Letters of support, case studies of individuals and organisations who have seen
impacts from participation in the NMLP, involvement in discussions with key
stakeholders

Support us financially or in-kind – we have both organisational
sponsorships and sponsorships for individual program days
(i.e. catering, accommodation costs etc.)

Help us build the profile of Northern Mallee
Leaders and the work we are undertaking.
To continue the conversation about how
you or your organisation might be able
to support NML Inc., please contact
Nardia Sheriff, Executive Officer
on 0429 220 069 or
nardia@nml.org.au

